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THE SHOW ON BAYOU ROAD

his past April and May, New Orleans theatre and art enthusiasts were invited to participate in a
unique marriage of literature, performance, and the visual arts. ArtSpot Productions, one of

New Orleansʼ signature theatre companies, launched Kiss Kiss Julie on the grounds of the Joan
Mitchell Center. Never satisfied by a mere black box theater or an empty warehouse, ArtSpot has
always sought to develop their particular flavor of ensemble theatre in a setting that allows them to
interact and develop with their selected space, to tap into the history of the location, discovering new
relevance through their process of research and performance. A partnership with the Joan Mitchell
Center gave ArtSpot free reign to use the buildings and lush grounds, while allowing the Joan Mitchell
Center to showcase the visual installations that marked ArtSpotʼs drama.

Before being taken over by the Joan Mitchell Center,
the West Indies Creole-style “House on Bayou
Road” (as it was formerly called) served as the main
house of an indigo planation. Its grounds, ponds,
and patios are lush with native Louisiana vegetation.
The over two-hundred-year-old house and property
echo in ghostly tenor the baroque richness and
historical cruelty witnessed by these lands. The cast,
talent, and even text behind Kiss Kiss Julie had all
the momentum to echo this history with a new slant
on class warfare and gender-bending sexuality.
ArtSpotʼs Artistic Director Kathy Randals served as
director of the piece; Jeff Becker (previously featured
in Artvoices for his theatrical sculptures) designed
the set and interactive installations with
collaborations by Melisa Cardona and lighting
designer Hanna Adams; Lisa DʼAmour (playwright of

Detroit, which was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize) assembled the script.

The text of Kiss Kiss Julie was adapted from August Strindbergʼs Miss Julie. Written in 1888,
Strindbergʼs play is one of the most powerful texts of modern theatre, pitting class, sexuality, power,
and desire in a perpetual tug-of-war between Julie, an aristocrat, and Jean, her fatherʼs valet. Caught
in an affair, the two plumb the depths of romantic cruelty, culminating in Julieʼs suicide/murder.
ArtSpotʼs Kiss Kiss Julie re-materializes Jean and Julie into a transvestite roadshow. The Joan
Mitchell Centerʼs Indigo Bar becomes the “Hotel Utopiaʼs Visitor Center” where, even before the drama
begins, roaming characters invite audience members to interact with Jeff Beckerʼs provocative
installations, penny arcade-like machines with peepholes, and slots that invite touch sensations
between strangers. Between the Indigo Barʼs kitchen, where Kiss Kiss Julie interacts most pointedly
with Strindbergʼs Julie, and the swimming pool, where all the characters assemble to wash away the
final germs of social inhibitions, attendees meander the Joan Mitchell Centerʼs grounds, now
transformed to the “Hotel Utopia.” There the centerpieces of Kiss Kiss Julieʼs interactive installations
are a series of gazebos offering a variety of touchy-feely, truth-or-dare-y, playful and sensual
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experiences.

Before the production opened, while the cast of Kiss Kiss Julie — which includes ArtSpotʼs Ashely
Sparks and Lisa Shattuck, as well as Mondo Bizarroʼs Nick Slie, who was featured in the lauded Loup
Garou —  frolicked in the swimming pool, rehearsing, I sat down with Joan Mitchell Foundationʼs
Executive Director Carolyn Somers and ArtSpotʼs Jeff Becker to discuss the relationship between the
Center and this particular production.

It made for a feasible but not necessarily obvious partnership. While ArtSpot Productions is recognized
for its striking visuals and organic, site-specific performances — setting Loup Garou in the “wetlands”
of New Orleansʼ City Park, and Rumors of War, a nineteenth-century plantation story, at the New
Orleans African American Museum — the Joan Mitchell Centerʼs mission is clearly to support visual
artists.

“Itʼs the organization weʼre supporting as much as
the actual performance,” Carolyn Somers explained
when asked about the centerʼs decision to support
this production. “We support visual arts, so there has
to be some part of the project involving visual artists.
If it had been purely performance and purely theatre
and there wasnʼt a strong component of work by
visual artists, we wouldnʼt be able to support it. Kathy
[Randals] did approach us and was able to make the
case of why it was multidisciplinary.”

“In a lot of our projects there are varying degrees of
performance and installation,” Jeff Becker added.
“Thereʼs always both. Thereʼs always some
performance element, thereʼs always an installation
element. The visual world has as much dramaturgy
as the text. We all work together and visualize what
this place is. We create an installation and we create
words to fill that installation.”

Somers riffed on the delicate balance between visual and performance arts: “To try to define what is
visual art, to define what is contemporary art, if thatʼs the challenge of being here or anywhere, itʼs a
nice one, itʼs an interesting one.”

“Itʼs always my hope, with any show that weʼre involved with, that weʼre expanding that view of what
art is in general,” Becker explained. “What defines sculpture is getting broader and broader. I started
with sculpture and then wanted to place myself inside to bring my sculpture to life. I used to perform
but I wasnʼt a performer. I got to a point where I needed to start working with people who were trained



as actors. Itʼs a broad term.”

The Joan Mitchell Center is a program of the Joan Mitchell Foundation, with a clear mission to
promote Joan Mitchellʼs legacy, and to support the projects of individual artists. The Joan Mitchell
Center is expanding its grounds to soon incorporate studio space for a full-fledged residency program
for local as well as national and international visiting artists. To invite what is commonly recognized as
a theatre company to develop an interactive visual/performance piece on their grounds is “a natural
fit,” as Somers sees it.

“Itʼs interesting to see this mix, and to be a part of it,” Somers stated. “To support visual artists that are
interacting with other artists, that are part of an organization that we respect. We see this as time,
place, and space to work, as well as community engagement.”

“There is not a term to define what we do, really,” Becker summed up. “This show, because itʼs related
to Strindbergʼs Miss Julie, probably delves more into “theatre” than most of our shows. But as far as
the visual arts and installation component, itʼs going a lot further. I donʼt think people will question the
visual arts aspect of it, but I think people will say, ʻWow, this is so much bigger than Iʼd expected.ʼ”
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